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t’s a question I’ve been asked many times in my career as a boatyard manager and technical editor:
what can I do to make my boat quieter? The response isn’t what most cruisers might think. Adding
insulation, the first thought that comes to the minds of many boat owners and professionals, surely plays
a large role. The more sound-absorbing material you place around noise-making equipment—engines,
generators, pumps, compressors, and so on—the less racket will escape. Where noise and vibration are
concerned, containment is good. However, isolation is even better, and that’s where thrust bearing
drivetrains come into play.
Isolating vibration, rather than absorbing it, minimizes the noise it creates. Sound, or noise if it’s
objectionable, is simply a compression of air that creates waves. This is accomplished very effectively by
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vibrating objects ranging from audio speakers to diesel
engine blocks. The compression waves reach your ear in
the form of sound. Alternatively, the sound waves or the
object itself causes other objects aboard your vessel to
move, which is called sympathetic vibration, and these
movements generate their own waves, noise, and/or
vibration. (See PMM April ’02 and June ’02 for more on the
subject of noise and vibration.)

CONVENTIONAL RUNNING GEAR
The traditional approach to running gear, when properly
executed, has worked exceptionally well for decades.
Let’s start at the propeller. It’s attached to the shaft, which
is supported by at least one (and often several) water-

lubricated, fluted rubber cutless bearings. These bearings
do a remarkable job, considering the circumstances under
which they operate, supporting a shaft turning at 1000 or
more rpm through silt-laden salt water.
If the shaft is properly aligned within these supports and
to the engine, cutless bearings may be expected to last for
hundreds upon hundreds of hours without the need for
maintenance or adjustment. The thrust, along with
vibration, from the propeller is transmitted axially through
the shaft to the coupling, through the transmission, and on
to the engine. It’s at this point that the scenario begins to
break down from the point of vibration isolation. The
thrust of the propeller may be substantial and on the order
of several thousand pounds (for instance, a 100hp engine

Opposite page: A common thrust bearing configuration used in a twin-screw motoryacht. Note the heavily built truss assembly
in the center of the image. It conveys the thrust from the shaft and bearing to the vessel’s hull. Above: A Fleming 65 cruises
Chesapeake Bay, the thrust bearing drivetrains in her engine room providing a smooth ride.
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the vessel rolls onto its beam ends or capsizes. There are
sophisticated, dual-rate, captive motor mounts that will
accomplish these goals to a degree; however, these goals
represent multiple masters that cannot simultaneously be
served completely and effectively.
There’s more to the equation than just thrust and
vibration. Make no mistake about it; motor mounts
do much more than simply support the weight of the
engine. The set on one side of the engine absorbs the
rotational force that is opposite to that of the propeller.
If the propeller is turning clockwise when viewed from

pushing a displacement vessel at 11 knots generates
nearly a ton of thrust). This thrust must pass from
the engine to the boat in order to coax the boat to
move along. The connection is accomplished through
the use of the humble and often exceedingly simple
motor mount.
Motor mounts are available in a dizzying variety of
shapes, sizes, and designs, all with varying degrees of
effectiveness, quality, and associated expense. But they
all have one thing in common: they provide the sole
connection between the thrust of the propeller and the
vessel to which they are attached. Another way to think
of it is that the propeller, shaft, transmission, and engine
combination is collectively pushing (or dragging, if
you consider that the connection is in the engine room)
the boat along with it via the motor mounts, and
herein lies the problem. Accommodating this thrust
and transmitting it to the vessel safely and reliably is
exceptionally difficult to accomplish and especially so
while isolating the vibration created by the engine itself. The
goals of isolating vibration and accommodating forward
and reverse thrust are all but mutually exclusive. As the
thrust of the propeller pushes the engine forward, it
compresses a portion of the flexible medium within the
mounts (rubber, silicone, or other absorbent yet stout
materials). Once the material is compressed, its ability
to absorb vibration and to allow the engine to “float” is
diminished. The mount itself must be flexible enough to
absorb vibration, strong enough to support thrust, and
mechanically sound enough to carry the engine’s mass if
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When a thrust bearing system is used, the transmission no
longer has to support the propeller’s thrust, which increases
the life of its own internal thrust bearing.

Top: The structure that supports the thrust bearing must be
substantial and well secured to the hull because it’s transmitting
all of the propeller’s thrust to the vessel. In this case, a metal
bridge has been fabricated and through-bolted to the stringers.
Above: It’s easy to envision how a propeller creates thrust;
however, it’s not always clear how that thrust is transmitted to
the vessel to create motion. Along with that thrust, vibration is
conveyed, creating noise.
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Above left: Thrust bearing systems may utilize either clamp-style or conventional couplings. The latter is shown here, although in
a poor state of maintenance. I prefer conventional couplings for their enhanced security. Top right and above right: Motor mounts
used in conventional shaft and engine systems absorb vibration and transmit propeller thrust. In a thrust bearing system, all of the
propeller thrust is absorbed by the bearing, which means the mounts may be optimized for vibration mitigation alone.

astern, the engine is reacting to this torque in the
opposite direction, and thus the portside mounts are
compressed while the starboard mounts are in tension
(they are being lifted).
Then, as previously mentioned, there’s the thrust from
the propeller. If you have doubts about how much thrust
is being absorbed and transmitted by the mounts, spend
a few minutes in the engine room of a moderately sized
vessel as it maneuvers around a dock. You’ll notice that
the engine often will move as much as 1/2 inch in each
direction every time the shift is moved into gear. Under
full load, the engine is straining at the mounts, wanting
to leap ahead of the vessel, even if that trip would be a
brief and spectacular one ending with a crash into the
forward engine room bulkhead. (I’ve seen the result, and
it’s not pretty.) Next time you walk around a boatyard,
take a look at the propeller shafts of vessels where they
pass through cutless bearings. You’ll notice a shiny,
polished, ring-shaped section on the surface of the
shaft, just aft of the bearing. The width of this section

represents the distance the engine moves forward on its
mounts while the vessel is under way.
Manufacturers have worked diligently over the years
to create motor mounts that will absorb engine vibration
while supporting the compression created by the
propeller’s thrust. Boatbuilders must also be diligent
in their efforts to attach these mounts to the vessel.
The loads imparted to the mounts by the engine are
transmitted through fasteners. Because of the forces
previously described, the fasteners must be of the
appropriate size and design (machine screws, rather than
tapping or lag bolts). Through-bolting is always preferred
to lag bolts that are simply screwed into stringers. The
latter are notorious for failing as a result of soft and often
rotten stringer core material (also known as engine bed
material) or because the threads of what is essentially
a large tapping screw are not substantial enough
to maintain contact under heavy load. The 100hp,
2,000-lb. thrust loads mentioned above are impressive
enough in their own right, but when a 900hp engine is
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The innards of a CV joint. Note the grooves and ball bearings
(two ball bearings are visible at the bottom of the assembly).

pushing a vessel at 15 knots, those loads jump to
9,000 lb. The watchword for engine installations,
especially those supporting engine thrust as well as
torque, is respect. That is, respect for substantial loads
in a dynamic environment.

THE THRUST BEARING AND CV JOINT OPTION
As reliable and well understood as the traditional
running gear arrangement may be, there is a more
effective approach that involves two key components:
a hull-mounted thrust bearing and a CV joint or
universal joint.
Thrust bearings are used widely throughout industry
and in the field of transportation. Every automobile
utilizes several, supporting the crankshaft, clutch, and
wheels, and every marine transmission uses a thrust
bearing to carry the load imparted by the propeller. The
primary mission is to support high axial and radial loads
while transmitting rotational energy. In simplified terms,
this means a thrust bearing supports the fore and aft or
axial thrust from the propeller, as well as the spinning
loads imparted by the rotating shaft, while allowing the
shaft to spin with minimal friction.
Thrust bearings come in two varieties: ball bearings
and tapered roller bearings. The ball bearing type of
thrust bearing is capable of carrying moderate loads,
usually up to about 100hp when used in marine thrust
bearing applications. Larger loads call for tapered roller
bearings. This is the type of bearing used in most
automotive wheel bearing applications; the carrier
is cone-shaped, while the bearings look like many
miniature rolling pins.
When used in a manner that isolates it from the

vessel’s engine (i.e., not as part of the transmission), as
part of a thrust bearing drivetrain, the thrust bearing
offers several important and noteworthy advantages.
The primary advantage is that the engine’s motor
mounts are no longer compressed by propeller thrust,
and, as such, they can be designed much differently
than those used for vibration isolation as well as
transmission of thrust. Motor mounts that are used in
conjunction with thrust bearing systems may be
especially “soft,” which means they are considerably
more effective when it comes to absorbing engine
vibration. In fact, if a thrust bearing system is installed
with the motor mount specification of a traditional
drivetrain setup, a significant advantage in vibration
reduction will be forfeited.
In addition to the reduction in vibration provided
by remote-mounted thrust bearings, the life of the
transmission is often extended because it is no longer
supporting the axial loads imparted by the propeller.
These loads cause the transmission’s own thrust
bearing to wear more rapidly, generating heat and
shedding metal particles, as well as stressing the
transmission’s lubricating fluid in the process. And,
because the engine is separated from the propeller
shaft via an intermediate or driveshaft, the choices for
engine placement and orientation, facilitated by the
soon-to-be-discussed CV joint, are broadened. With a
thrust bearing installation, the engine may be located
farther forward or farther aft because the centerline
of the engine need not be parallel with the centerline
of the propeller shaft. (A down-angle transmission
will also facilitate this type of improved installation;
however, the angle is fixed and it induces some
inefficiency, whereas a thrust bearing supports a
range of installation angles.)
Additionally, when an engine moves on its motor
mounts, the entire propeller shaft moves as well. In
contrast, when a thrust bearing is employed, the
propeller shaft’s forward movement is all but eliminated.
The thrust bearing is isolated from the vessel’s hull via
relatively thin bushings rather than large, flexible mounts,
and these compress very little when loaded, lessening
shaft movement. This reduces the likelihood of the shaft
making contact with the shaft log, the tube through
which it passes on its way into the vessel, when the
vessel is under way. (If the shaft and the shaft log are
not parallel, and many are not, the spinning shaft may
contact the log when it moves forward.) Also, when the
shaft moves forward under load, it makes the adjustment
of shaft-mounted line cutters and face-seal-style dripless
stuffing boxes more challenging. Thrust bearing
installations virtually do away with these issues.
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Constant velocity or CV joints are one of those
marvels of modern engineering that are exceedingly
simple yet brilliant. Known in the engineering world as
a “homokinetic” (meaning “same motion”) joint, CV
joints are also used in many industries and in the field
of transportation. Virtually all current-production frontwheel drive cars are equipped with CV joints, and many
rear- and all-wheel drive independent suspension cars
also use them to enable axle travel with uninterrupted
thrust. The Audi Quatro is equipped with 10 of these
devices, and several can be found in every Humvee.
In 1927 an engineer named Alfred Rzeppa who
was working for Ford Motor Company developed the
genesis for the modern CV joint. (Legend has it that
Henry Ford himself came up with the name “constant
velocity joint.”) The primary function and beauty of the
CV joint is its ability to provide constant velocity while
moving through a variety of angles. Just imagine the
shaft that powers the front wheels of a car providing
constant, smooth power to those wheels as the car
makes a hard-over turn. This is a tall engineering order
that the CV joint gracefully and reliably carries out
without groaning, moaning, clunking, or breaking.
True plunging CV joints, which can move axially as
well as radially, are able to achieve this engineering feat
thanks to an interesting design that includes a sturdy steel
cage that retains a series of hardened steel balls, which
move in grooves located within a central steel orb.
(Marine CV joints are capable of allowing an engine to
move fore and aft as much as an inch, although this type
of motion would not occur under normal circumstances.)
All of these parts—the cage, the balls, and the grooved
orb—are bathed in grease and are enclosed within a
tough rubber boot that retains the lubricant while keeping
out water, dust, and other contamination, making CV
joints pre-lubed and virtually maintenance free.
Now, in the world of automobiles, we’ve all heard
of the dreaded CV joint boot failure. Indeed, this does
occur in cars, and it is often costly to repair because once
the moving parts are exposed to water and road dirt,
they rapidly grind themselves to death. However, this
usually happens when the boot becomes damaged as
a result of being struck by an object or road hazard or
through old age and mileage. Typically, automotive
CV boots and their joints can be expected to last in
excess of 100,000 miles or for 10 years, often much
longer. Jim Blaney, president of Aquadrive Systems Inc.
(aquadriveusa.com), a supplier of marine thrust bearing
systems, says the failure of a boot that is less than 10
years old on a properly installed system is all but
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THE OTHER SIDE OF THE THRUST BEARING
EQUATION: CV JOINTS

Top: Two CV joints, like the ones shown in this thrust bearing
system, can accommodate several degrees of misalignment
between an engine and a propeller shaft. Middle: A single
CV joint located just aft of the transmission. The rubber
boot, visible at lower left, accommodates movement while
maintaining a grease-tight seal. Above: This thrust bearing
system utilizes twin phased U-joints, along with a gravity-fed,
oil-lubricated thrust bearing.
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much of this irregular rotational speed. It’s important that
the two joints be properly phased in order to achieve a
canceling of the undesired motion.
U-joints are less adept than CV joints at isolation in
that they transmit axial vibration. In some cases, they
will induce vibratory torque and second-order excitation.
Additionally, U-joints by themselves are incapable of
plunging. That is, they cannot accept axial motion,
which is present to some degree in nearly every thrust
bearing installation. In order to enable U-joints to be
subject to axial motion—that is, to allow lengthening
and shortening of the driveshaft while it’s rotating, albeit
on a minute scale—a splined shaft connection must
be incorporated. While rugged and reliable, splined
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unheard of. (Aquadrive’s parent company, GKN
Driveline, originated the now-familiar marine thrust
bearing system used in yachts and many other vessels.)
No discussion of CV joints would be complete without
mention of their closely related cousin, the universal joint
or U-joint. Also known as a Hardy-Spicer joint here in
the United States and known in Europe as a Cardan joint
(after the person who first conceived it in 1545, Italian
mathematician Gerolamo Cardano), the U-joint works
in a fashion similar to that of the CV joint. U-joints are
used in industrial equipment and in automobiles. The
driveshafts and front axle of my four-wheel drive pickup
truck are equipped with a total of six of them. They are
capable of transmitting rotational energy in very much

Left: A steel tray supports this thrust bearing assembly. It’s important that no movement occur within the support between idle
and maximum speed or when shifting in and out of gear. If there is any movement, often it will lead to work hardening of
metal assemblies and possible failure. Right: The complete package, from left to right: twin CV joints, bulkhead support, thrust
bearing, and clamp-style shaft coupling.

the same way CV joints do, essentially around corners,
with one very important distinction: they are incapable
of doing so with constant velocity.
U-joints are made up of two U-shaped yokes that are
joined through a central, cross-shaped pivot. When the
driving and driven shafts are parallel, they rotate at the
same angular speed. However, when an angle is induced,
such as when my truck’s front wheel falls into a pothole,
the driven shaft no longer rotates at constant angular
speed when compared with the driving shaft. The
motion becomes irregular, although the overall or
average speed of the two shafts remains the same. As
the angle increases, the irregularity of the motion of
the driven shaft increases. Including in the equation a
second U-joint, attached to the same shaft, overcomes

connections essentially lock when under load. (It takes
roughly 10 times more force to move a spline under
load than to move a plunging CV joint under the same
conditions.) This limits free movement of the engine
and enhances the transmission of vibration.
Thrust bearing systems may use either CV joints or Ujoints very effectively. The majority of the systems that
I’m familiar with, those that are used on recreational and
small commercial boats, utilize CV joints because they
can transmit rotational energy with constant velocity,
they have low maintenance requirements, and they can
plunge without the use of a splined shaft. In either case, a
“flexible” joint in the thrust bearing equation enables the
engine and shaft to be mounted at different angles. From
the standpoint of space utilization and engine longevity,
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INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS
Undoubtedly, one of the most critical aspects of a
thrust bearing installation is the means by which the
thrust bearing is supported by the vessel. Recall for a
moment the previous discussion about the transmission
of propeller thrust. Whereas in a conventional drivetrain
this thrust is transmitted to the vessel’s hull via the motor
mounts, thrust bearings and their connection with the
hull must carry and convey this load to the vessel. There
are two primary methods of providing the necessary
support. The first involves adding, or including in the
vessel’s design, a bulkhead aft of the transmission/engine
package that is capable of supporting all of the thrust
created by the propeller. On fiberglass vessels, these
bulkheads are preferably made of solid fiberglass
consisting of multiple layers of structural fabric that is
heavily tabbed and substantially scarfed into the vessel’s
existing structure, although some use plywood and
fiberglass laminates. In aftermarket installations that I’ve
supervised, prefabricated laminates of fiberglass were
epoxied together to form a solid fiberglass panel as much
as 2 inches thick that was then epoxied and substantially
tabbed into the hull using a generous scarf ratio. Tabbing
involves grinding the existing glass structure to prepare
it for lamination and then laying in multiple sections of
glass fabric, connecting the added bulkhead to the
vessel’s hull.
The other method involves building a bridge or damlike structure, typically of steel or aluminum. This bridge
is bolted between the engine bed stringers aft of the
transmission, and the thrust bearing is then bolted to it.
The support structure must, once again, be strong
enough to support forward and reverse thrust as well as
typical vessel dynamic loading. It should be heavily
gusseted. (Gussets are triangular braces that strengthen
corners.) Through-bolts, rather than lag bolts, must be
used to attach the thrust bearing support structure to the
vessel. Where steel and aluminum vessels are concerned,
the thrust bearing support is simply fabricated from the
same material used to build the hull and then welded in
place. If there is any question concerning the strength or
construction technique that is to be used for the design,

either on an aftermarket installation or on a new vessel,
the thrust bearing manufacturer and perhaps a naval
architect should be consulted for guidance. The
importance of the integrity of this structure, regardless of
the construction method or hull material, cannot be
overemphasized. It is every bit as critical as the support
between the motor mounts and the engine bed stringers.
Most thrust bearing manufacturers are very clear about
the need for the bulkhead or bridge to be perpendicular
to the propeller shaft. The thrust bearing is attached to
the bulkhead or bridge using through-bolts; however, it
is isolated from the support using manufacturer-supplied
bushings. These bushings are designed to absorb
vibration that is transmitted to the thrust bearing
through the propeller shaft. It is critical during installation that these bushings be properly compressed
(according to manufacturer guidelines). If the bushings
are overcompressed, they will transmit, rather than
isolate, vibration; if they are undercompressed, the thrust
bearing assembly may experience excessive movement
under load or during transmission shifting.
Similarly, the motor mounts used with thrust bearing
systems often carry a compression specification. If the
mounts are overcompressed or unevenly compressed,
they may not be as efficient as possible where vibration
mitigation is concerned. The only way to modify mount
compression is to choose a mount with a different
durometer or stiffness rating. (Mounts are rated based on
the amount of engine/transmission weight they will
support.) The only way to ensure proper motor mount
compression is to take measurements before and after

Steve D’Antonio

it’s often desirable for engines to be mounted as near
the horizontal plane as possible. In a conventional
installation, the engine must be parallel with the
propeller shaft, or a down-angle transmission must be
used. If a CV- or U-joint-equipped thrust bearing system
is utilized, the engine and shaft needn’t be parallel, and
installation flexibility is afforded thanks to the variable
nature of the joint. It’s no longer necessary to get the
engine angle “just right” during installation.

In an ordinary propeller shaft and engine arrangement, such
as the one shown here, all of the thrust from the propeller is
transmitted through the shaft to the engine, and thence to the
motor mounts and vessel hull.
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loads are applied; for example, as the engine is lowered
onto its beds. Mounts must be properly compressed and
within 0.04 inch or 1mm of each other.
As versatile as CV joints are, they should not be
installed with a 0-degree angle. Because the CV joint
relies on a ball that moves through a groove as the joint
compensates for angular misalignment, installing the
joint with a 0-degree angle causes the ball to remain in
the same location in the groove, which can lead to the
creation of a flat or worn area. A 1-degree minimum
angle should be induced for each of the two joints.
Additionally, to the extent that it is possible, the angles
experienced by each of the joints should be evenly
distributed. Thus, if the total angle between the engine
and the thrust bearing is 12 degrees, then each joint
should be set at approximately 6 degrees, rather than
one being set at 10 degrees and the other at 2 degrees.
This may be measured by placing two straight edges
across and parallel with the centerline of the joints. The
straight edges should intersect at roughly the halfway
mark between the two joints. The maximum acceptable
angle for most CV joint installations is between 5 and 8
degrees. The greater the angles, the more important it is
that they be as near equal as possible. If excessive angles
are unavoidable, it may be necessary to “de-rate” the unit,
meaning one must choose a thrust bearing that is larger
than an installation with more moderate angles would
require, and the maximum rpm experienced by the joints
may need to be lowered.
Depending on the manufacturer, thrust bearing
assemblies may utilize either a clamp or a flange to
accomplish shaft attachment. In my opinion, the flange
option is worth asking for. (Aquadrive, for instance,
offers this as a choice.) It should be noted that the
alignment between the propeller coupling and the
thrust bearing is just as critical as the alignment
between a shaft coupling and a transmission in a
conventional running gear installation (no more than
0.001 inch of run-out for every inch of coupling
diameter). For the same reasons that tapered or straight
keyed flange couplings are desirable for use with
conventional propeller shafts, they also are desirable for
use with thrust bearing installations. (To learn more
about propeller shafts and couplings, see PMM Oct.
’05.) In my experience, keyed straight or tapered
couplings are more precise, and their alignment more
repeatable, than clamp-style couplings. If the shaft
diameter is under specification, there’s a possibility that
the shaft could slip within the clamp-type coupling,
creating excessive heat and welding itself to the clamp
body. With a conventional keyed coupling, there is little
risk of this occurring.

MAINTENANCE
Provided they are properly installed, thrust bearing
systems are exceptionally long-lived and require little in
the way of maintenance, thanks to the robust nature of
the industrial components used. The life of rubber parts
such as bushings and CV boots is limited, depending on
the environment; some evidence suggests that ozone
generators can accelerate the demise of rubber products.
But these components should last a minimum of 10
years. The greater the angle at which CV joints operate,
the shorter the life of the boot. In fact, the boot is
typically the limiting factor; CVs can handle extreme
angles, while the boots can’t. Keep in mind, though, that
if the CVs are installed within manufacturer-specified
guidelines, premature boot failure is extremely rare.
Smaller thrust bearing systems usually are not
equipped with grease fittings (also called zerk fittings).
Thrust bearings for larger engines, on the other hand,
often do have zerk fittings, but owners are counseled
against adding grease anytime before about 1,200 hours.
Often, additional grease is not required until 2,000 hours,
depending on the type of loads and service the unit has
experienced. The grease required for most greasable
thrust bearings is designated as LGEP 2. Over-greasing a
bearing can lead to increased heat generation and may
therefore be as detrimental as a lack of lubrication.
In my experience, the most reliable method of
determining the need for lubrication is monitoring
the temperature of the bearing by using an infrared
pyrometer. Both thrust bearings and CV joints often
operate, depending on the manufacturer and the
ambient temperature, at somewhere between 110˚F
and 140˚F, with a maximum allowable temperature
of approximately 165˚F at full load. Thrust bearings and
CV joints often will run cooler after an initial break-in
period of between 300 and 500 hours. It’s not unusual
to see a drop of between 5˚ and 10˚ during this time.
One marine thrust bearing manufacturer, The Evolution
Company (evolutionmarine.com), gets around the need
to grease bearings by utilizing a reservoir-equipped,
oil-lubricated thrust bearing assembly. The support
structure consists of a tube that penetrates the hull and
surrounds the propeller shaft. The oil-filled tube provides
lubrication and support for the bearings and reduces
inefficiency caused by the Magnus effect, whereby
turbulence created by the rotating shaft diminishes
propeller effectiveness. If your thrust bearing assembly
utilizes U-joints and a splined coupling, as some do
(including the Evolution system), be sure to follow the
manufacturer’s recommendations for applying grease
to these components.
Seasonally, the entire thrust bearing assembly should
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Specially made, softer motor mounts, such as the one shown
here, are an integral part of any thrust bearing system. Once
the thrust load is removed from the equation, the mounts can
be selected for maximum absorption of vibration. Using
conventional motor mounts with a thrust bearing drivetrain
forfeits much of the advantage afforded by this system.

be visually inspected. Of particular importance is fastener
tension. Look for loose nuts and bolts as well as signs
of galling or fretting around all metal-to-metal contact
areas (around the heads of fasteners, for instance). My
preference is to install all fasteners associated with thrust
bearing systems using a thread locking compound, such
as Loctite 271. A common trouble spot is the CV joint
covers; if their fasteners loosen or are never properly
tightened, grease will leak out of the CV joint. This is
difficult to miss, because a grease “sling line” will bisect
the engine compartment. If your CV should happen to
disgorge its load of grease and you catch it in time, it can
be reloaded. However, CVs do not use the same grease
as thrust bearings. Instead, they require molybdenum
disulfide (MoS2), which is available at many auto parts
stores or, of course, on the Internet (as is LGEP 2).
Thrust bearing drivetrains offer a number of advantages
over conventional running gear installations. While their
expense is not insignificant, if you are searching for the
smoothest, quietest, and most reliable and mechanically
sound drivetrain, it would be a mistake to overlook the
thrust bearing system.
Steve owns and operates Steve D’Antonio Marine
Consulting (stevedmarineconsulting.com), providing consulting
services to boat buyers, owners, and the marine industry.
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